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VMA is a simple, strategic business growth model which 
when implemented gives you more direction, more clarity
more focus and more confidence and as a result more
and better results!

These days, everything you need to know to be successful in business is 
readily available in the public domain – for FREE!  

The problem is there is so much advice readily available (much of which is 
conflicting), it’s hard to know which, is the right advice to take!  

Throughout my career, I have worked with literally hundreds of people in the 
capacity of a leader, a mentor, a therapist and a coach and each one of 
those people has taught me more about what enables success in business 
than anything I’ve read in psychology or business books.  

What I have learned and what I want to impart to you is that success in any 
area of life, including business, comes as a result of aligning ‘internal activity’ 
with ‘external activity’.  

What I mean by that is that when you get what’s going on in your head 
and what you’re actually doing working together in tandem – that’s when 
you get extraordinary results!

I call this VMA: VISION > MINDSET > ACTION
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VISION is about beginning with the end in mind and then working backwards.  
When you know where you want to be, you can plan back to the now, 

to determine what you need to do to get there – and that includes 
what you need to do internally as well as externally.

YOU GET WHAT YOU FOCUS ON…

So it makes sense to put your
energy into what

you want.

VISION

ACTION

MINDSET
MINDSET is about setting the conditions internally for success.  When your 

beliefs, thoughts and feelings are conducive to achieving the 
outcome you want, you find that taking the actions 

required to get there is easier.

WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT, YOU BRING ABOUT…

So it makes sense to 
direct your thoughts 

towards what 
you want.

ACTION is everything.  Without action, there are no results.  Even the first two 
steps of VMA require action:  Designing a vision requires taking action, both 

internally and externally, as does developing an appropriate mind-set.  
However, ‘positive’ action is action that has intent and purpose.

YOU GET PAID ON WHAT YOU GET DONE…

So it makes sense to ensure that your activity is in line with what you want.



Carol Seaborne
enLITEned Weightloss

”Since VMA, everything has changed and improved in 

my business. 

Finally I had a clear vision of what I wanted my 

business to be and why and I had an action plan of what 

I needed to do to make it happen –in a logical order!

Because I am so much more confident in the quality of 

my products and the value they bring my clients, I am 

no longer being told that my prices are too expensive and 

in fact, I’m now selling packages that are earning me 

MORE money!” 



VISION
set the destination

A vision is a mental  picture of what the business looks like in the 
future.  It provides the direction of the business and it

forms the basis of the strategy and all activity
going forward as well as a framework 

within which to make
decisions.

I have been working with visioning for many years now and the power of 
it still excites me.  

Visioning resulted in a dramatic life change for me back in 2002 after 
what I know describe as my mid-life crisis!

It enabled me to grow my first small business in 2006, at a time when I 
knew very little about business.

And it played a huge part in the extraordinary success of the Business 
Network I was involved in leading and developing nationally, between 
2007 and 2011.

So, why does a vision play such a key part in business success?

Well, quite simply because people with a VISION have:

 A ‘bigger picture’ perspective on their business which means that their 
focus is ‘on’ their business as well as ‘in’ it.

 A compass point to aim towards which means that they have more 
direction and focus than those without.  

 Intent and purpose, which means that they are more likely to set goals, 
create a plan of action to achieve them AND, importantly, follow 
through.

This results in activity that is intentional and purposeful (as 
opposed to reactive and random!) and is much more likely to 

produce the intended results.



Many of the business people I work with come to me because they are 
frustrated with the lack of success in their business. They describe their 
busy diary and their immense activity but they tell me that fundamentally 
they’re not “getting anywhere”.  When asked the question; “Where 
specifically do you want to be ‘getting’?” they often can’t tell me and 
therein lays the first problem.

Not having a vision is like handing over responsibility for your 
business success to other people or circumstances.  

When
designing your vision 

with the intention of inspiring and 
motivating action, keep in mind that your 

motivation is driven by two things: 1. Your INTENT (‘what’) 
and 2. Your PURPOSE (‘why’) and forget about the ‘how’ for now!

CREATING YOUR VISION

For some people visioning is easy.  They design a complete picture, with 
specific details, including financial income, dates, timescales and awards 
won etc.  For others, visioning is not that simple - not everyone knows 
exactly where or how they want their business to be in the future.  

Admittedly, the clearer your vision, the more powerful it’ll be, but, a vision 
does not have to be all singing, all dancing to be effective.  A vision 
doesn’t need to be perfect in its detail either.  I have worked with dozens 
of people on their business vision and everyone is different.  

There is only one rule about your vision and it’s this:

An effective vision inspires and motivates the people in 

the business to take action!

As long as your Vision does this - it will do its job!



Rosie Withey
Horses As Teachers

"I was lacking connection and I felt as though I was 

working hard but not getting anywhere. 

I really wanted to align my vision and my purpose 

with positive actions which would help me to move 

forwards with confidence.

The key thing for me that worked was the structure of 

VMA. I am now clearer about my vision, my ideal 

client and my marketing message and I feel much 

more in alignment!"



MINDSET
create the conditions

Mind-set is the predominant mental attitude necessary to achieve 
the vision.  It provides the necessary sense of certainty, 

an essential shift in focus and adequate 
head-space to enable the active 

pursuit of the
vision

Once you’ve got a vision which leverages both your intent and your 
purpose, so that it motivates you to take action, you need to ensure that 
you are conditioned internally for success. 

It will not be news to you that to a large extent, your success in business is 
determined by your mindset (what you believe, think and feel).

Like attracts like and so our thoughts (and feelings) determine the reality 
we experience:

 If our mind is occupied with thoughts and expectations of struggle and 
problems, this is how we experience life.

 Conversely, if our mind is occupied with thoughts and expectations of 
success happiness, we experience life in that way.

Clearly there is tremendous power in thinking positively - the more positive 
our thoughts, the better we feel and the more, bright and promising life 
looks.  

However, this is not about positive thinking!  This is about having a positive 
mindset and the two things are not the same.

We have come to associate the word ‘positive’ with being upbeat and 
jolly, looking on the bright side of life and always seeking the silver lining.  

Actually, the word ‘positive’ literally translated means ‘certain’.  

To have positivity is to have certainty and so to have a 
positive mindset is to have a predominant mental attitude 

of certainty in relation to your vision.



When 
working on creating  

your positive mindset, keep in 
mind that your beliefs are influenced most by 

your thoughts and so the more your thoughts are ones of 
certainty in relation to your vision, the more likely you are to take 

action that will enable you to move towards it.

EMBEDDING YOUR POSITIVE MINDSET

I work with lots of people in business with a vision and passion for what 
they do and who understand intellectually the power of a positive  
mindset.  However, there is a difference between understanding the 
power of it and having the ability to create and embed it.

Embedding a positive mindset involves applying conscious effort in the 
short-term in order to gain long-term benefit.  It also means taking some 
consistent actions that may not be usual for you.

Some people know exactly what they need to believe and think and feel 
in order to attract and create their vision and others just know that it 
needs to be different to what they believe and think and feel now.

Just remember that

A positive mindset is where your beliefs, thoughts and 

feelings are aligned with your vision

When you have a positive mindset, your beliefs, your thoughts and your 
feelings are naturally aligned with your vision and as a result, your 
subconscious behaviour becomes aligned with it too.

When your behaviour becomes aligned with your vision, you 
begin to attract the people and opportunities that will enable 

you to move forwards towards the outcome you intend.



Deborah Turner
YOU Image Consultancy

”Before VMA, I was in overwhelm with my very 

long to do list and I was stuck on which direction I 

should take my business in.

VMA gave me clarity on where I was going and on 

what had been holding me back and I was so focused 

on the specific outcomes I wanted, within 3 weeks, I had 

been invited to speak at 4 different events.

If you need to move your business forward Tamsen will 

propel you and your business to the next level.

That’s what she did for me!” 



ACTION
put your foot down

Action is both how we ‘act’ and it’s also the specific ‘actions’ we 
take to achieve the vision.  It provides the structure, the 

process, the guidance and the specific activity 
required to drive incremental, consistent 

and sustainable business
growth

A strong vision and a positive mindset are a powerful combination, but 
success in business is also reliant on taking positive action.  

Notice I said ‘positive’ action?  That’s because action in this context is not 
just about activity.  It is about intentional activity – activity that is focused 
on a specific outcome and which is driven by certainty.  In other words, 
action which is aligned with your vision!

You’ll have heard the advice: ‘do something, anything - just take action!’  
I disagree.

Many people spend their time ‘doing’, but what they actually achieve is 
disproportionately less than the amount of energy they expend. Activity 
itself is not always effective and actually, poorly aligned activity can 
create more problems than not doing any at all.  Trust me, I’ve seen it!

I have worked with people in the past who believed that doing lots and 
lots of activity was an effective business strategy.  That some of that 
activity had to work and as long as 50% of it did, that was a good 
outcome.  The reality was that the hours spent (usually by other people) 
clearing up the impact of the 50% that didn’t work meant that the value 
of the activity that did work just wasn’t worth it overall.  

What is effective is activity which is aligned with your vision.  

With your vision clear and your mindset aligned with it, you 
now must take the steps that will positively impact your 

business and transform it into the business you want it to be.  

You need a Plan of Action!



DOCUMENTING YOUR ACTION PLAN

Whilst documenting the action you will take is absolutely key, documenting 
the timing of that action is just as important.  

So once you’ve identified:

 What the necessary milestones (goals) are to reach the destination (the 
vision)

 In what order they need to be reached
 What the timescales are for each milestone
 Who else needs to be involved to make it happen
Identify the time you have available to do these things and then cluster 
activities of a similar nature together, remove anything that can wait and 
move non-work related activities to outside of your working day.  

An effective action plan is one that literally drives your 

daily, weekly and monthly activity

Planning is so important in the creation of outcomes and an effective plan 
of action is one that literally drives your daily, weekly and monthly activity 
to that which is conducive to reaching your vision.

Many business people fail to create the outcomes they intend 
because of failing to plan and failing to plan is 

effectively planning to fail.

When 
working on documenting

your plan, keep in mind that whereas
your vision provides the destination (the ‘what) 

and the fuel (the ‘why), it’s your plan of action that provides
the all important directions to get you there (the ‘how’).



KEEPING ON TRACK

So, you’ve now got a vision!  You know where you are heading and why.  
You’re conditioned internally for success and you have a Plan of action.  All 
sorted then right?

Well, sort of.  

I’ve yet to come across a vision, a mindset or a plan of action that actually 
generates action.  Your vision might motivate it, your mindset might support 
it and your plan might direct it, but YOU have to DO it!

I know that’s obvious and it might even sound a bit patronising, but if you’ve 
ever written a ‘to do’ list in the morning and not looked at it again until the 
evening only to find that nothing on it got done, you’ll know exactly what 
I’m getting at!

Action means you actually ‘doing’ the things that are on the plan and 
whilst that’s obvious, it’s very easy for us human to let ourselves off the hook!

Implement accountability measures

An accountability measure is a very simply, a measure that you implement 
in your business with the sole intent of keeping you on track.  There are lots 
of different types of accountability measures and what suits you will be 
different to someone else.

Ask yourself “what will make me do this?” and whatever the answer is to 
that question – implement that!

When you have VMA working together, your internal and internal activity 
work in tandem and the results of that create more activity which is focused 
on your vision.  

You gain momentum and you begin to move forward with relative ease.  This 
is because there is no longer any tension between what’s going on in your 
head and what’s happening in reality.  You gain ground and results happen.  
This is how you begin to realise your vision!

Which means that instead of looking back in 3, 6, 12 months’ time and 
wondering why you’ve not moved forwards in your business, you can look 
back and ask yourself instead:  

“Where can I take my business next?”



TAMSEN GARRIE
www.vmaforbusiness.com/vma-test

And how specifically you need to be prioritising your time, 
energy and focus to gain more traction in your business fast.

Find Out Quickly How Well 
You’ve Got VMA Working In Your 

Business right now!

TAKE THE VMA TEST!

http://vmaforbusiness.com/vma-test/

